Produce Market Update
Week of September 13, 2019
VEGETABLE
Asparagus

SOURCE
Peru, Mexico

Beans—Green

Mexico, TX, FL,
TN, VA, NC

Broccoli ALERT

CA, Mexico

Cabbage

CA, Mexico, FL

Carrots

CA

Cauliflower

CA

Celery

CA, MI

Quality is fair to good with occasional inconsistent sizing and some
oversized jackets. Occasional mold spot.
Volume is mostly steady. There are some sizing concerns but shippers
have been able to sub where needed to fill orders. Expect this market
to be unsettled due to forecasted warmer days in CA.
Fair to good quality with occasional bruising and under-sizing.

Corn

Mexico, FL, CA

Steady from last week.

Cucumbers

Mexico, FL,
Honduras

Volume is down from Baja, older stages are decreasing in volume and
quality as we expect to start the new fields next week.

Eggplant

Mexico, CA, FL

Garlic

CA, Europe, Asia,
Mexico
Mexico, USA,
Canada
CA

Volume has decreased. We are on the back-end of the last stage in
Fresno. Size is down as most growers have 24ct and limited 18ct.
The market is unchanged from the previous week.

Herbs
Lettuce—Iceberg,
Leaf, and Romaine

Lettuce—Spring Mix
Mushrooms
Onions—Red, White,
Yellow

CA
USA, Canada,
Mexico
ID, WA, CA

MARKET INFORMATION
The market is coming off as supplies have improved. Expect another
couple of weeks before volume normalizes to traditional levels.
Supply is easing, quality is good, and the market is better. Eastern NC
lost some of their crop due to the hurricane. West Coast volume is
down due to high temps.
Quality is fair with visible brown bead, hollow core, and mildew.
Occasional blue-green color cast and some under-sizing in crowns.
Supplies are becoming extremely limited on commodity and valueadded broccoli. Extreme markets are expected for the next 2-3 weeks.
The market remains steady in all growing regions.

The market is steady and in good supply.
All markets are steady for now. The upcoming heat wave may turn this
market quickly as temps are expected to be over 90°F for 3 days.
Iceberg: Light color due to mildew, insect pressure, rib blight, irregular
frame, and occasional seeder. Leaf: Good quality with only occasional
high core, wind damage, and yellowing. Romaine: Quality is fair due to
heavy seeder, twisting, wind burn, internal burn, slight ribbiness, and
mildew.
Good quality with occasional mildew and mechanical damage.
Markets remain steady with good demand.
The onion market looks to be settled on all colors and quality is good.

Onions—Green

Mexico

Peas—Snow & Snaps

Guatemala, Peru,
CA

Peppers—Chiles

Mexico, CA

Good supplies from Santa Maria and from Baja on all chilies.

Peppers— Green, Red
& Yellow ALERT

Mexico, FL, CA

Potatoes—Russet

ID, WA, CO, WI

Potatoes – Red,
White & Yukon

WA, ID, CA, MN,
ND, Canada

Potatoes—Sweet

CA, MS, NC, LA

Spinach

CA

Squash—Yellow &
Zucchini

Mexico, CA, FL

Tomatoes

VA, TN, AL, NC,
CA, Mexico

Oxnard is finally in full production on green and colored bells. Green
bell volume is decreasing from Gilroy and are almost done in Fresno.
The market is higher, red and yellow volume and quality are improving
and we should have good supplies this week.
The market continues to come off mainly on 60-120ct, 40 and 50ct are
holding firm. A gradual decline is expected over the next several
weeks.
The market is easing. MN
N is in full swing, with ID and WA coming on in
a light way. Canada and ND are expecting volume in the coming
weeks. Quality is fair to good.
NC was in the path of the hurricane with most regions hit with 5–8” of
rain. Although some rain is good, areas of flooding and standing water
will affect the yields. Growers have resumed harvesting, with early
indications any storm impact should be minimal.
Fair to good quality with occasional mechanical damage, mildew
pressure, and under-sizing.
Supplies are good from multiple eastern areas. In the West, new
stages of squash are starting in Santa Maria with good volume and
quality.
East: Limited production continues in AL and TN. The overall market
will remain strong until autumnal supply kicks in. West: Mexican
supply remains light on rounds due to rain. Roma markets continue to
trend higher, while grape and cherry markets have improved (slightly)
due to steady supply. Northern CA round supply is steady but quality is
average due to high heat.

FRUIT

SOURCE

Apples

WA

Avocados

Quality is fair due to insect pressure and heat as well as the shift to the
autumn crop.
Markets remain steady from the previous weeks.

MARKET INFORMATION

Gala and Honeycrisp are harvesting new crop. Fuji old crop is winding
down with many suppliers finished and expecting the new crop in early
October.
Mexico, CA, Peru
ru, Inventory is meeting demand and the market is mostly stable. There is
Dominican
some pressure on 48ct and larger, but 60ct and smaller remain tight.
Republic, Chile
Size 70/84ct are very limited. Pack-out is mostly #1 fruit, leaving #2
supplies tight. Most suppliers subbing orders with #1 fruit to cover.
Chile is diverting loads to other markets at higher levels which will give
Mexico more control of the market.

Bananas

Central America

The market is steady with good volume reported.

Berries—Blackberry,
Blueberry, &
Raspberry

Mexico, CA, OR,
WA, BC

Berries—Strawberry

CA

Citrus—Grapefruit

TX, CA

Raspberry crop varieties are transitioning, coupled with warm weather
forecasted, and supplies will be low the next 2 weeks. Blackberry
supplies are good. Blueberry supplies are light as BC production starts
to wind down. Country of origin is still mostly from BC.
Supplies are decreasing as more ranches are removed from
production. Quality remains fair at best. Growers are very worried
about the upcoming high heat in the forecast. The autumn strawberry
season for Santa Maria and Oxnard growers is expected to begin in
about 2-3 weeks.
The market is steady.

Citrus—Lemons

CA, AZ

Citrus—Limes ALERT

Mexico

Citrus—Oranges

CA

Grapes—Green & Red

CA

Kiwifruit

The market is active as green kiwi volume is lower, expect supplies to
remain tight until CA starts next month. Better supplies of Gold kiwi.
The cantaloupe market is increasing due to a supply gap, but this
should turn around in another week or two. Honeydews are slightly
higher due to better demand. Quality is good on both.

Melons—Watermelon

CA, Italy, Greece,
Chile, NZ
AZ, Mexico,
Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa
Rica
CA

Pears

WA, CA

Pineapple

Central America

New crop Bartletts have started. The crop is very clean so mostly #1
grade. Both Red and Bosc pears have also started packing. Sizing looks
like a good range of sizes. Quality is good.
The market has come off as supplies have improved slightly but
demand is soft. Volume is still trending below last year’s numbers so
an uptick in demand will move the market up.

Melons—Cantaloupe
& Honeydew

The market on small sizes is steady with large sizes more available. A
good supply of imports and a new growing region starting in CA/AZ will
keep the market in check. Quality will be improving in the coming
weeks as we start the new areas.
The shortage on larger sizes continues. They are packing all they can
(230/250ct), but all the over-picking does not bode well for Mexican
production in the months to come.
Small size markets are increasing due to light supplies. Large sizes are
steady. Quality has been just fair with re-greening being the biggest
issue. Navels start in November.
The market is steady with good supplies available.

The market is slightly stronger due to lighter supplies. Quality is good.

Information is subject to market fluctuations and meant to be used only as a guide.
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